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At A Glance

Car driving may be someoneâ€™s leisure pastime, someoneâ€™s necessity, and someoneâ€™s job. So
whatever may be the reason behind driving a motorcar one must adopt all safety measures to
ensure an unharmed drive. One of the focused reasons for safe and secured driving is to first get all
the necessary accessories in your car to ascertain safe driving. During a recent study it has been
found that most of the road accidents concerning motor vehicles have been a reason of diminishing
visibility.

The extreme weather conditions like foggy weather, extreme snow falls, and heavy rainfall have
been few reasons for less visibility along with more car accidents. To fight the natureâ€™s adversity the
car manufacturer has come out with the accessory named fog light bulbs that have penetrating
power to illuminate the road ahead ensuring improved visibility for safe driving.

Significance of Fog Light Bulbs

The motorist in extreme conditions where visibility is affected gets confused to track the road ahead
leading to collision and fatal road mishaps. The significance of the fog light bulbs is to light up the
road ahead for drivers to determine the path. But what is important is it not only allows lighting up in
front but also penetrates the deep fog blanket to determine that the driver doesnâ€™t get confused and
drive home safe.

They help to assist the driver in time when the vision is below normal to make the vehicleâ€™s presence
felt in the road in for the vehicles approaching from front as well as back side. If the front fog lamps
assist the motorist to track the road along with ascertain the presence of car ahead then the rear fog
lights make sure that the car coming from behind can track you ahead to avoid collision.

Tips for Safe Driving with Fog Light Bulbs

I: - The fog light bulbs are very delicate accessory in the motorcade so to enhance its reliability,
durability, and functionality one must ensure that its installation donâ€™t get affected by slightest error in
angle of lights placement or less knowledge in selecting the right fog lamps. Hence always get the
quality fog lamps and install it from professional mechanic to get the best results.

II: - Always opt for white and yellow light fog light ensuring better visibility. Avoid blue light which are
dim and have almost no effect over increasing visibility.

III: - Never use fog light bulbs and headlight together as they can blur the vision of the driver coming
from opposite direction.
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